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ZKsync (ZK) has been listed on Binance, the biggest cryptocurrency exchange in the world based on
trading volume, and a ZK token distribution programme has been introduced. Trading for the new
spot trading pairs will open on June 17, 2024, at 8:00 UTC, according to Binance.

 

Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!

 

 

What is ZKsync?
 

ZkSync uses zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs) to eliminate blockchain congestion in order to offer a
scalability solution for the Ethereum network, which is a smart contracts platform.

 

With the use of the ZKPs, a “prover” can show the so-called “verifier” that a claim is true while
keeping all other information about the claim private. This helps to increase the scalability and
privacy of the systems and allows transaction authentication while maintaining the confidentiality of
the data.
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Binance Listing Details
 

ZKsync (ZK) will provide four new spot trading pairs: ZK/BTC, ZK/USDT, ZK/FDUSD, and ZK/TRY.
Before trading, users can start depositing ZK. Withdrawals will be available on June 18, 2024, at
8:00 UTC. It has been verified by Binance that ZK will not have a listing charge.

 

Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!
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ZKsync Token Distribution Program
 

Binance is initiating a ZK token distribution programme from June 17, 2024, until July 16, 2024, in
conjunction with the listing. Up to 52,500 qualified Binance users will each receive a portion of
10,500,000 ZK tokens:

 

 

In order to be eligible, users must have transacted 50 or more times on the ZKSync Era
network from 2023 to 2024.
At least seven separate months must have passed during this time frame for transactions to
have taken place.
It is important that the claim address is not a contract, CEX, or bridge address, and that it was
not eligible to receive ZK tokens from the official ZK Nation airdrop programme.
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How to Claim ZK Tokens
 

A minimum of 0.02 ETH must be deposited from whitelisted addresses on the ZKSync ERA network
to Binance.com in order for users to be eligible. There is no correlation between the quantity of
Ethereum deposited and the distribution of ZK tokens. Each qualifying Binance User ID (UID) will
receive 200 ZK tokens, and distribution will be done on a first-come, first-served basis. Launch day
for the first token airdrop is June 25, 2024.
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Binance has brought attention to the fact that ZK is a new coin that carries with it the possibility of
more price volatility and higher-than-usual dangers. Before trading ZK tokens, users should do their
homework and manage their risks appropriately. Users are required to complete matching quizzes
on Binance Spot and/or Binance Margin every 90 days in order to gain access to tokens tagged with
a seed tag.

 

Users can only trade in the new trading pairs if they are residents of certain countries or regions.
The new pairings will not be accessible for trading to users located in some restricted regions, such
as the US, Cuba, Iran, and Canada. Updates to laws and regulations may cause the list of prohibited
nations to change.

 

Without giving any kind of notification, Binance can change or remove the announcement. The
official Binance channels are a great place for users to get updates.

 

 

 

 

 

FAQs
 

1.Can zkSync perform the airdrop?

zkSync has already declared that they will shortly introduce their native token. The airdrop of
ZkSync coins has not been formally announced, however it was expected to start in the first quarter
of 2023. Many interested individuals are testing the testnet and mainnet in an attempt to improve
their chances of getting the airdrop.

 

2. How can I be ready for the airdrop of zkSync Tokens?

The airdrop is not guaranteed to occur anytime soon, and there is no set procedure to qualify for it.
Alternatively, nevertheless, you have the option to access the zkSync testnet and mainnet and
conduct platform-related transactions there. Some individuals use native applications in order to
maximise their chances of being chosen for the upcoming airdrop.

 

3.Can I add zkSync with MetaMask?



 

You must follow these three simple steps to add zkSync to your Metamask wallet:

 

In your MetaMask wallet account, click “Add network manually” (found in the top centre of the
platform).
Enter the mainnet or testnet network details for zkSync Era alpha.
Press the “Save” button to finish the procedure.
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Where To Trade Crypto?
 

You can trade crypto futures on BTCC Now.  Over 300 USDT-margined perpetual trading pairs are
available for users to trade, including many popular altcoins and meme-coins.

 

Trade Crypto Now

 

You can deposit and receive up to 10,055 USDT now when you sign up and verify your account on
BTCC Every new user gets a 10 USDT coupon after completing their registration. You will also get
an additional 20 USDT coupon on completing your KYC verification.

Check more details.
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About BTCC
 

BTCC is a leading cryptocurrency trading platform that is distinguished by its ability to balance the
simplicity of use with advanced features. It provides a comprehensive educational program through
the BTCC Academy, 24/7 customer support, and robust security to both novices and experts. BTCC is
a top choice for digital asset investors due to its emphasis on user contentment, which fosters a
secure and informed trading environment across a variety of cryptocurrencies.

 

BTCC is one of the few exchanges in the market that offers high-leverage options for investors and
concentrates extensively on futures trading. Users have access to more than 300 USDT-margined
perpetual trading pairs, which encompass numerous prominent altcoins and meme-coins.
Additionally, the platform has recently implemented spot trading to facilitate novice users who may
not be acquainted with futures trading.

 

 

Established Reputation: BTCC is one of the oldest and most well-known cryptocurrency
exchanges, having been operational since 2011. Its history in the market enhances its
credibility and trustworthiness.
A Diverse Selection of Cryptocurrencies: BTCC allows customers to access and exchange a
wide range of digital assets.
Margin and Futures Trading: BTCC provides margin and futures trading options, allowing
customers to expand their trading holdings and potentially increase their profits.
Proficient Trading Instruments: such as real-time market data, trading charts, and
technical analysis indicators. These tools can help users make informed trading decisions.
Security Measures: BTCC values security and uses a variety of safeguards to secure
customer payments and information. This includes two-factor authentication (2FA) and cold
storage of cryptocurrency assets.

 

 

 

 

BTCC Guide:

 

How to Trade Crypto Futures Contracts on BTCC
BTCC Guide-How to Deposit Crypto on BTCC?
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What is Crypto Futures Trading – Beginner’s Guide
What is Leverage in Cryptocurrency? How Can I Trade at 100X Leverage?
BTCC Review 2024: Best Crypto Futures Exchange

 

 

Crypto Buying Guides:

How To Buy Bitcoin (BTC)
How To Buy Picoin
How To Buy Ethereum (ETH)
How To Buy Dogecoin (DOGE)
How To Buy Pepe Coin (PEPE) 
How To Buy Ripple (XRP) 

 

 

Crypto Prediction:

 

Ethereum (ETH) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Will ETH Reach $10,000?
Ethereum Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030: How High Can ETH Go in 2024?
Bitcoin (BTC) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Is BTC a Good Investment?
Ripple (XRP) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Will XRP Reach $1 After SEC Lawsuit?
Pi Coin Price Prediction 2024,2025,2030 — Is Pi Coin a Good Buy?
Pepe (PEPE) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 – Will PEPE Reach $1
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